EQUIPMENT

CELESTRON NEXYZ

A smart new way to take
easy astro-images
Not everyone has a CCD or DSLR camera,
but these days many people have a cameraequipped smartphone. Celestron have taken
advantage of this with a new adapter to
connect your smartphone to your telescope.
Steve Ringwood checks it out.

I

n his 1975 novel Imperial Earth, that doyen of
science fiction, Arthur C. Clarke introduced
a handheld device called a minisec. As one
of his avid readers at the time, I was so taken
with his idea of a multi-functional comms device
that I initiated a brief correspondence with him
about it. How prescient of him to conceive of a
personalised handheld unit that almost everyone
now owns. I do not recall whether the minisec
had an imaging function, but the rapid addition
of a camera lens to the smartphone in 2002
transformed it into a truly universal device very
much in keeping with his concept.
The smartphone’s new-found imaging capability
soon found it doing astrophotography. Although
the lens of a smartphone is generally not

The Celestron NexYZ. Image:
Celestron.

At a glance
Deployable on: Smartphones, including ‘phablets’ like the iPhone 8 Plus
and the latest Samsung Galaxy devices.
Eyepieces: Fits all 35mm to 60mm eyepiece diameters. Includes two
expandable adapter rings for smaller (microscope) eyepieces.
Weight: 283 grams (10oz)
Construction: Metal frame and polymer body
Price: £49
Details: celestron.uk.com
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detachable for direct telescopic coupling, it is quite
suitable for afocal photography, in which a camera
lens is simply pressed up against the telescope’s
eyepiece to capture the image being passed.
Using this method freehand is a self-imposed
nightmare, but various ingenious gantries have
been on the market for some time to provide a
support platform enabling conventional cameras
to be accurately positioned over the eyepiece. As
soon as smartphones earned their ‘eyes’, holders
sprang into being to do the same for them. Until
now, positional adjustment on these gantries
has enabled a smartphone’s camera lens to be
accurately placed in one plane – on x- and y-axes.
In a radical new approach, Celestron have created a
smartphone holder with (literally) a new dimension
– the z-axis – and around this concept they have
sought to bring the smartphone holder up to date
as a fully fledged astronomical accessory.

REVIEWED: CELESTRON NEXYZ

Simple to use

What comes out of the box seems initially quite
complex, something akin to a small implement
of medieval torture. This first impression quickly
evaporates when the functions become clear.
What emerges is a device that has been very well
thought out from the ground up.
Smartphone insertion could not be easier.
The receiving platform features inwardly sloping
tabs on three sides, one of which is springloaded with a large finger loop. This is simply
pulled aside to allow roomy insertion of the
smartphone into the rubberised platform’s two
remaining static tabs. On returning the springloaded tab towards the platform, the leaning
slopes of all three offer the smartphone no
choice but to be securely gripped squarely and
flush to the holder. This fumble-free deployment
has been well designed; the smartphone is firmly
but kindly held in place without wiggle room.
I tried out smartphones of different sizes and
the adapter’s platform accommodated all with
equal alacrity and security. The inclined tabs
and spring-loaded action grabbed and pressed
them all exactly into place. The platform can
even receive some of the larger, heavier, tabletstyle devices.
Many smartphones can be attached without
removal of their cases. Some, like those of the
folio type, will need to have their cases detached,
but I do not think that, if necessary, case removal
prior to use is an issue for concern.
Fixing the smartphone adapter to an
eyepiece is equally simple. Eyepiece collars are
gripped by a wide spring-loaded jaw opened
with a thumb lever. A knurled locking screw

is then slowly turned to apply sufficient force
to firm up the jaw’s grip. The depth of the jaw
ensures that as the grip tightens around the
eyepiece collar, the whole assembly is squared
to the optical axis.
Depending on where the smartphone
platform has been positioned, I did find the
thumb’s access to the jaw’s tightening screw
rather restricted, though still accessible. A gloved
thumb may get caught, but this is easily rectified
by rolling the platform out of conflict using the
x–y adjustment.
Attachment of the adapter to an eyepiece can
be done either before the eyepiece is placed into
a focuser, or after. Opinions will vary, but I found
the former much easier.

Left: Three angled retaining
tabs (one spring-loaded) secure
the smartphone. All images:
Steve Ringwood.
Above: A generous clamp secures
the NexYZ onto an eyepiece. The
z-axis control knob can be seen
at the lower left.

A smartphone and eyepiece
configured for action.

In a radical new approach, Celestron have
created a smartphone holder with a new
dimension: the z-axis
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The NexYZ deployed on the
author’s Celestron C5, imaging
the crescent Moon.

The thumb lever clamp makes it easy to rapidly
switch eyepieces between shots, and as the
clamp had no problem encircling the 56mm
girth of my Baader Hyperion zoom eyepiece, I
had variable magnifications without having to
swap out at all.

The magic begins

The Moon on the
smartphone’s screen, imaged
through the Celestron C5.

The eyepiece jaw is large (a shade under
30mm deep) and it can accommodate 1.25- and
two-inch eyepieces with collars up to 60mm
in diameter. (If you are into the ‘nanocosmic’
as well as the ‘macrocosmic’, then included
adapters allow deployment onto microscope
eyepieces too.)
I tested the eyepiece clamp with a range of
eyepieces, including those with challenging
round-shouldered, or ‘volcano-type’, collars. The
depth of the clamp ensured that more than
enough barrel was always gripped.

In varying the camera-to-eyepiece
distance, a magic point arrives where
the field is fully illuminated, avoiding the
‘porthole’ aperture that so often blights
smartphone astro-images
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Once the assembly is attached to the telescope,
and your camera app initiated, alignment of the
smartphone’s lens and the eyepiece is mediated
by two rack-and-pinion mechanisms operated
by knobs that are conveniently placed on the
same spindle – so you don’t have to make any
twin-handed seek-and-find contortions in the
dark to achieve perfect placement. The large
glove-friendly knobs are adjacent, meaning that
you can switch between x- and y-axis control
easily. The motions they impart are delicate and
without backlash.
Once the optics of smartphone and eyepiece
are aligned, the real magic begins. Adapters
offering only those adjustments featured thus
far are limited to providing a fixed field of
view without composition. Celestron’s NexYZ
provides additional capability through motion
towards or away from the eyepiece, in the z-axis.
This brilliant piece of engineering provides a
means of controlling the field width seen by the
smartphone’s camera, and, in conjunction with
lateral and longitudinal adjustments, it means
that precise additional framing and subject
composition is possible.
The finesse of the adapter’s motion along the
optical axis also means that, with an eyepiece’s
rubber eye cap raised, a smartphone’s camera
lens can be gently pressed up against it to ensure
exclusion of extraneous light. What I generally
found during my trials is that in varying the
camera-to-eyepiece distance, a magic point
arrives where the field is fully illuminated, avoiding
the ‘porthole’ aperture that so often blights
smartphone astro-images.

The Moon through a smartphone

I carried out ‘in-harness’ testing one Sundrenched afternoon in mid-June. The sky was an
inviting deep blue vault leavened only by the
occasional breeze-driven cloud scudding crisply
by. High in the south, a freshly minted five-dayold crescent Moon hovered patiently for my
imaging experiments.
As the adapter was Celestron’s, I thought it
only fitting that my initial deployment should be
on an old 127mm (5-inch) Celestron C5. This is
a fine instrument that I comfortably toss around
the sky using an iOptron CubePro GoTo mount.
Once I had acquired the Moon in the field, it took
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only a few moments to slip my Samsung S5 onto
the adapter platform and attach the assembly to
a 20mm wide-field Plössl.
Accurate centring and positioning proved
no problem for the NexYZ adapter. The z-axis
adjustment was very useful in avoiding a
porthole effect and allowing the field passed by
the eyepiece to completely fill the imaging frame
of my app. My smartphone certainly delivered a
pleasing scene of ash-white Moon enveloped by
intense blue.
In afocal imaging, I often find that the
smartphone’s constantly argumentative
autofocus system has trouble synchronising itself
with that of your own telescopic adjustments.
This has nothing to do with Celestron’s
smartphone adapter, per se. Setting the imaging
camera app’s autofocus to infinity seemed to
work the best, but proficient imagers may have
other wheezes up their sleeve.
With the sky so clean, I swept westwards to
seek out Venus. Although a much smaller target,
being able to move around the delivered field
made acquiring Venus easy.
Once the C5 had acquitted itself in
demonstrating the adapter’s rapid deployment
credentials, I moved to using my 305mm (12inch) Meade LX200. I used this opportunity
to attach the adapter to eyepiece barrels
at the higher extremity of its range, yet its
performance was equally as assured as when
grasping smaller sizes.

I was very pleased with the adapter’s
performance. In addition to its versatility,
precision and stylish finish, the NexYZ is a
very robust piece of equipment comprised
of a polymer-bodied metal frame and will
evidently give long service, as underlined by
a two-year guarantee.
The deployment of this adapter transcends use
by hard-bitten astro-imagers. Like the minisecs
featured in Arthur C. Clarke’s novel, almost
everyone carries an imaging smartphone. This
will include public visitors to astronomical open
evenings. Every astronomical society should
therefore have one of these handy, so that
visitors can easily take away with them valuable
and long-lasting souvenirs of their experience.
Steve Ringwood is a regular contributor to Astronomy Now.

Left: Tightening the (orange)
knurled knob secures the jaws of
the eyepiece clamp.
Above: The smartphone’s x–y
rack-and-pinion alignment is
effected by two adjacent knobs.

On the left is the kind of
image that you might get if you
don’t have z-axis motion, while
on the right is what you can
achieve if you have Celestron’s
NexYZ.

Every astronomical society
should have a Celestron
NexYZ handy during public
open evenings
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